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Always give great first impressions with a fresh and modern 
look for any home. 
Virtual staging takes the time-honored tradition of dressing a 
room to show it at its best in the digital age. 
Show how life could be if people choose to live there, all done 
more easily than physical staging would ever allow.

Enhance the traditional staging process with virtual 
staging that shows the ideal home.

Virtual 
Staging
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First impressions count, and virtual staging allows a great 
first impression to be given.

Real estate isn’t about selling buildings, it’s about selling a 
lifestyle.

Staged homes sell more quickly than other homes, and 
virtual staging allows you to show the possibilities of any 
home. 

01
Virtual staging for realtors will bring the freshest, most 
modern look to homes that are empty or currently feature 
dated décor and furnishings.

By keeping the room sizes and shapes exactly as they 
are, the potential of the building is exposed for all to see. 

02
This will draw people in and allow them to imagine their life 
as it could be.

They will see the potential with their own eyes, leading to 
listings selling quickly and for more money.

In the past, prices mIn the past, prices may have been knocked down due to 
lowered expectations, but when virtual staging makes the 
possibilities of the building clear for all to see, higher prices 
can be maintained. 

03

How does Virtual Staging help to sell 
your listing faster and for more money?

www.spotlessagency.com
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Premium image quality
Turnaround up to 4 days
1 Change

Light

$79 / Per 1 photo
Best 
Seller$99 / Per 1 photo

Premium image quality
Turnaround up to 2 days
Up to 2 changes
Performed by top stagers
Attention to details

Standard

$199 / Per 1 photo

Premium image quality
Next day delivery
Up to 5 changes
Performed by top stagers
Thorough control by Art Director
High-priority performance
Utmost attention to detailsUtmost attention to details

Professional

Virtual Staging

Pricing

Before After
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$159 / Per 1 photo

Premium image quality
Turnaround up to 4 days
1 Change

Light

$179 / Per 1 photo
Best 
Seller

Premium image quality
Turnaround up to 2 days
Up to 2 changes
Performed by top stagers
Attention to details

Standard

$279 / Per 1 photo

Premium image quality
Next day delivery
Up to 5 changes
Performed by top stagers
Thorough control by Art Director
High-priority performance
Utmost attention to detailsUtmost attention to details

Professional

Virtual Restaging/Remodeling

Pricing

Before After
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$45 / Per 1 photo

The name speaks for itself. 

This is the ideal choice if you already have furniture in your property, but want to make the overall look more appealing and give any space some 
life. Our professional  team will create a customised design based on the existing furniture and the other staff you already have. 
We will add accessories, arts, bed linen and greenery to create a more sophisticated look. 
Such pretty things can enhance your listing to maximise its potential and make it stand out, get noticed and 
attract the more buyers in a competitive market.

Partial Virtual Staging

Partial Virtual Staging

Pricing

Before After
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Real estate virtual staging makes the process of selling a 
property much easier for a realtor. 
When buying a home, most people think that they can 
use their imagination to see how everything could turn 
out – virtual staging for realtors means that no 
imagination is needed, it’s right there in front of you. 

Easier process

01
Virtual staging properties can be a cost-effective way of 
marketing the best aspects of a property through photos 
in the real estate office to online property marketplaces. 
A single picture can have a huge impact on the way a 
buyer feels about a property, and if they want to make a 
building into their home, the best virtual staging 
companies will help them to feel like they are already 
thethere. 

Cost-e ective

02
Virtual home staging shows the options that have always 
been there by putting them front and center. 
It is a simple way to increase interest in any building and 
shows that homes can become whatever you want them to 
be. 

Increase interest

03

Real estate virtual staging software lets you change the appearance of any space within a home. There are numerous reasons that you may choose to do this. Perhaps the current furniture is 
outdated, or the wallcoverings are damaged. It may be that the choice of paint color is likely to be unpopular with the majority of the public and changing it would benefit the listing. 

Virtual staging seVirtual staging services allow you to make these changes with ease. There’s no need to call in the decorators or attract the expense of replacing the furnishings. Even if the home is empty, it’s 
not the job of the realtor to invest in renovations, but virtual staging can provide a similar effect at a fraction of the cost. 

You can add furniture, remove furniture, install cabinets, change the appearance of walls and ceilings, and much more. It’s an easy way to enhance and improve the photos of any home. 

Benefits
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Before After

Before After Before After
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Before After

Before After Before After
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